
RAID CONTROLLER READ WRITE AND CACHE POLICY

RAID Controller Read, Write, Cache, And Disk Cache Policy. When creating a virtual disk, you can specify the read,
write, and cache policies for the virtual disk.

Although the standard caveats apply i. Cache policy determines whether reads for a logical hard disk will use
cache memory. A typical example for such a cache would currently consist of , or MB. In addition, the fact
that a BBU or BBM can only protect the content of the cache for up to 72 hours must be taken into
consideration. Comment: With newer RAID controllers, 3ware provides a proprietary Write Journal feature,
which will protect the cache content, when the Storsave settings have been set to Protection or Balanced in the
case of the Balanced setting, only if a BBU is used. Risks from the Loss of Cache Content during a Power
Failure If the RAID controller or the hard disk were to inform the operating system that data had been written
however the data had actually merely been stored in the cache , the worst-case scenario would involve
complete loss of data during a sudden power failure. If a power failure might last several days, the battery
could be fully discharged, resulting in the loss of the cache content. When the disk accesses are mostly for
sequential sectors, a larger stripe size provides the best read performance. Stripe size specifies the segment's
size when written to each disk in a RAID array. The only choice in such a case would be to restore from the
current backup. Example Tests With the help of a Perl script , we were able to test the possibility of data loss
during a power failure under Linux. If the power were to fail, the content of this cache would be lost, unless
the content has been protected by a battery backup unit BBU or battery backup module BBM. If an application
program reads data sequentially as the disk stores data then read-ahead will improve performance. If the power
fails, the content of the page cache will be lost. Caches at various levels are involved in accessing data. Using
the write-through option reduces the potential for lost data because the data is stored on disk upon operation
completion. If the server is re-started during that period, the data in the cache can be recovered. The batteries
should be replaced every two or three years, as a general rule. Adaptive read-ahead is a good choice because it
speeds sequential read operations. When the disk accesses are mostly for random sectors, a smaller stripe size
is best for performance. Databases using write-back can become corrupt, which might require you to take
manual recovery measures. Settings for Secure Operation The objective of secure operation is to avoid the loss
of data in the caches for the RAID controllers and the hard disks during a power failure. The precise functional
manner of this feature has not been document. The battery status should be checked periodically. Your choice
of configuration options has a direct effect on RAID subsystem performance and the potential for lost data in
the event of a system crash. The content of this cache is periodically transferred as well as when system calls
like sync or fsync are called to the underlying memory system. BBUs and BBMs have integrated batteries,
which can generally power the content of the cache for up to 72 hours. When data is written, it will first be
stored in this cache. If the battery status is not checked, there is the risk after several years that the battery will
only be able to retain the content of the cache for very short period, which would risk data loss if the power
failure were to continue for a longer period. RAID controllers with a battery-backed cache will retain the data
in cache memory during a system failure and complete the write operation when the system restarts. During a
read operation, the read-ahead policy determines when the controller will read additional data records into
cache. Write-back generally yields higher throughput than write-through, but write-back is safe to use only
with a RAID controller with battery-backed cache. When the battery becomes too weak generally after one to
three years , it should be replaced just like a notebook battery. Note: RAID controllers, which do not use a
BBU to protect the cache but instead copy the content of the cache to flash memory in the event of a power
failure , do not require special cache protection maintenance. They will be briefly described here. The
following ground rules should be used for secure operation. Otherwise, the content of these caches would
normally be lost upon power failure.


